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ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS TO TRADE AND BUSINESS

LG 43LF510V
43” Full HD 1080p LED TV
- Freeview HD Tuner
- 50Hz Motion Rate
- USB Playback
- ‘A’ Energy Rating

INDESIT XWD71252W
1200rpm Washing Machine
- 7kg Capacity
- 16 Programmes
- Delay Timer
- ‘A+++’ Energy Rating

HOOVER VTC580NB
Condenser Dryer
- 8kg Capacity
- Sensor Drying
- 8 Programmes
- ‘B’ Energy Rating

INDESIT XWD71252W
1200rpm Washing Machine
- 7kg Capacity
- 16 Programmes
- Delay Timer
- ‘A+++’ Energy Rating

HOOVER VTC580NB
Condenser Dryer
- 8kg Capacity
- Sensor Drying
- 8 Programmes
- ‘B’ Energy Rating
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43” Full HD 1080p LED TV
- Freeview HD Tuner
- 50Hz Motion Rate
- USB Playback
- ‘A’ Energy Rating

ACER NT-LBMEE-001
7” Android Tablet
- IPS Touchscreen Display
- Android 5.0 Lollipop
- 16GB Storage
- Mediatek Quad Core 1.30GHz

SONY PLAYSTATION 4
Playstation 4 Console
- 500GB Hard Drive
- 1 Controller Included
- Blu-ray Player
- Available in White or Black

TOSHIBA L50-C-1GJ
15.6” Laptop
- Windows 8.1 64-bit
- Intel Core i3 4005U
- 8GB DDR3 RAM
- 1TB Hard Drive

ACER NT-LBMEE-001
8” Android Tablet
- 8” TFT Screen
- Android 5.0 Lollipop
- 16GB Storage
- Mediatek Octa Core

ACER NT-LB1EE-001
7” Android Tablet
- IPS Touchscreen Display
- Android 5.0 Lollipop
- 16GB Storage
- Mediatek Quad Core 1.30GHz

TOSHIBA L50-C-1GJ
15.6” Laptop
- Windows 8.1 64-bit
- Intel Core i3 4005U
- 8GB DDR3 RAM
- 1TB Hard Drive
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**Team Spotlight - TED Birmingham**

The busy Birmingham branch has excellent connections, just off J1 of the M5 one away from the M6. Locals will know TED is about 200m along from the Hawthorns, the West Bromwich Albion football stadium.

Inside the Hughes Electrical store, with a large car park, customers can pull in to see the guys and load up without hassle. In fact Birmingham branch is on the same site as our large regional warehouse so there’s the added benefit of enormous stocks. TED can supply on demand and can often even install on the same day with no drama.

The branch is also base for our bulk site delivery crew, providing supply and installation services for new builds in the area. All of our installers are fully qualified, equipped, insured and motivated to ensure your final fix electrical appliance requirements are satisfied. Current projects include three separate sites each with a thousand appliances fully installed for leading national builders.

Matt and Adam are your TED advisors, both very experienced and ready to help with your enquiry big or small. Contact the Birmingham team on 0121 507 9010 or email birmingham@get-ted.co.uk.

---

**Dear Customer,**

It’s the time of the year when we await the new model releases from the big manufacturers. Our buyers have seen the ranges and have given them a thumbs up. As we approach our year-end now is the time to get a deal on some of the (still very nice) 2015 models making way for the new kit.

By the time you read this our system will have been updated to allow month end statements to be sent electronically as pdf files to a nominated email address. A good proportion of our customers already receive invoices in this way; it’s great to be almost completely paper free. If you want invoices and statements by email please ask your branch.

Did you know you can order and reserve products on our web site? Electronic ordering, order history and copy invoices are all available once you login. Contact your TED advisor to get your login today.

During February the Colchester team completed another in a series of Philips care home TV installations into a prestigious new build project. All screens are HD and Smart as you would expect, the interesting bit is a new server/controller that can check remotely that individual screens are operating correctly and can even retune one at the click of a mouse. A sign of the future!

Our latest branch in Medway is getting busier every week and it has been a pleasure to meet some of the new customers in the lovely counties of Kent and East Sussex. We have some new members of the team in the Kent branch that we look forward to bringing news of very soon.

Yours faithfully

TED

---

**www.get-ted.co.uk**

The TED website has been updated to give you login account functionality. Once you have applied and been set up for online access, you can view prices, see account details, check stock levels and of course, place orders.

Different security access levels can be set - useful if you have colleagues you want to be able to browse products but not have account detail access - and you can even hide prices if you want to show products to your customers. All this is accessed via the new login link at the top right hand corner of the site.

---

**SET ME UP!**

As a trade only supplier, we do not allow or want our prices in the public domain. Prices will not appear unless you are logged in, a function only available to account holders and therefore cleared as trade. Without login, our website is a good online catalogue that will enable you to check specifications, images and basic stock availability of our regular main stock profile.

If you already have a TED account and want to use the online account features, contact your local branch or email our web department on enquiries@get-ted.co.uk. You will then be given your username and password and your level of security will be discussed and implemented.
Televsions and A/V Products

NEW TV MODELS LAUNCHING MARCH & APRIL

Keep an eye online at www.get-ted.co.uk for details of all current makes and models

SAMSUNG UE32J5100AKX
32” Full HD 1080p LED TV
• Freeview HD Tuner  • 200Hz PQI
• ‘A+’ Energy Rating  • 2 HDMI Connections

PANASONIC TX40CX680B
40” 4K UHD Smart LED TV
• Freeview HD Tuner  • 200Hz
• ‘A’ Energy Rating  • 3 HDMI Connections

SONY KD49X8305CBU
49” 4K UHD Smart LED TV
• Freeview HD Tuner  • 800Hz Subfield Drive
• 4K X-Reality Pro  • Dolby Digital Sound

PANASONIC SCHTE80EBK
Speakerboard
• 120W Output  • 2.2 Channel
• Built in Dual Subwoofer  • NFC & Bluetooth

HUMAX DTRT2000-500GB
500GB YouView HD Recorder
• 500GB Capacity  • Twin Tuner
• Catch Up TV  • 125 Hours HD Recording

VIEW QUEST HEPBURN-BLACK
DAB+ Radio
• 20W Output  • Bluetooth Speaker
• Dual Alarm  • Vintage Styling

SAMSUNG HWJ6500
Curved Wireless Soundbar
• 320W Output  • 6.1 Channel
• Wireless Subwoofer  • Add to Wireless System

YAMAHA MCRB043DBLB
Micro Hi-Fi System
• CD Player  • DAB/DAB+/FM Tuners
• USB Connection  • Bluetooth

PANASONIC DMRHKT150EB
Smart Network HDD Recorder
• Twin Freeview HD Tuners  • 500GB HDD
• Smart Network Features  • 4K Video Playback

HUMAX DTRT2000-500GB
500GB YouView HD Recorder
• 500GB Capacity  • Twin Tuner
• Catch Up TV  • 125 Hours HD Recording

VIEW QUEST HEPBURN-BLACK
DAB+ Radio
• 20W Output  • Bluetooth Speaker
• Dual Alarm  • Vintage Styling

SAMSUNG HWJ6500
Curved Wireless Soundbar
• 320W Output  • 6.1 Channel
• Wireless Subwoofer  • Add to Wireless System

YAMAHA MCRB043DBLB
Micro Hi-Fi System
• CD Player  • DAB/DAB+/FM Tuners
• USB Connection  • Bluetooth

FLAT WALL MOUNTS
TILTING WALL MOUNTS
ARTICULATED WALL MOUNTS
HDMI LEADS

Hundreds of other makes and models available... call TED for details
White Goods - From entry level to well known brands

ZANUSSI ZWF91483WH
1400rpm Spin Washing Machine
• 9kg Load Capacity
• 8 Programmes
• LCD Digital Display
• ‘A+++’ Energy Rating

HOTPOINT HV71451P
1400rpm Spin Washing Machine
• 7kg Load Capacity
• 15 Programmes
• Time Delay
• ‘A’ Energy Rating

BEKO WMB714422B
1400rpm Spin Washing Machine
• 7kg Load Capacity
• 16 Programmes
• Time Delay
• ‘A+++’ Energy Rating

INDESIT C00306284
Washing Machine Care Pack
• Includes 12x Limescale and Detergent Removers and Calblock Water Softener

INDESIT C00091820
Washing Powder
• 2.5KG Washing Powder
• Works at Low Temperatures

ZANUSSI ZWF91483WH
1400rpm Spin Washing Machine
• 8kg Load Capacity
• 8 Programmes
• Auto Sense Feature
• ‘A+++’ Energy Rating

INDESIT C00305054
Calblock All In One
• Water Softener to Avoid Deposits of Limescale
• Suitable for Washing Machines, Washer Dryers and Dishwashers

INDESIT C00305045
Washing Powder
• 2.5kgs Washing Powder
• Works at Low Temperatures

BEKO WY85242W
1500rpm Spin Washing Machine
• 8kg Load Capacity
• LED Digital Display
• ‘A+++’ Energy Rating

INDESIT C00050564
Calblock All In One
• Water Softener to Avoid Deposits of Limescale
• Suitable for Washing Machines, Washer Dryers and Dishwashers

INDESIT C00306284
Washing Machine Care Pack
• Includes 12x Limescale and Detergent Removers and Calblock Water Softener

INDESIT C00091820
Washing Powder
• 2.5KG Washing Powder
• Works at Low Temperatures

ZANUSSI ZWF91483WH
1400rpm Spin Washing Machine
• 8kg Load Capacity
• 8 Programmes
• Auto Sense Feature
• ‘A+++’ Energy Rating

INDESIT C00305054
Calblock All In One
• Water Softener to Avoid Deposits of Limescale
• Suitable for Washing Machines, Washer Dryers and Dishwashers

INDESIT C00305045
Washing Powder
• 2.5kgs Washing Powder
• Works at Low Temperatures

Visit us online at www.get-ted.co.uk for our full range of products plus...
### TUMBLE DRYERS

**HOTPOINT TVFS83CGG**  
**Vented Dryer**  
- 8kg Load Capacity  
- Reverse Action  
- 10 Programmes  
- ‘C’ Energy Rating  

**UNIFIT 14116**  
**Condenser Kit**  
- Turns your Vented Dryer into a Condenser  
- Reduces the moisture and condensation  
- Built-in separator for efficient condensation

---

**BOSCH WTE84106GB**  
**Condenser Dryer**  
- 7kg Load Capacity  
- Sensor Drying  
- 9 Programmes  
- ‘B’ Energy Rating

**HOTPOINT TCF833BGK**  
**Condenser Dryer**  
- 8kg Load Capacity  
- Sensor Drying  
- 15 Programmes  
- ‘B’ Energy Rating

---

**ZANUSSI BEKO SAMSUNG SONY Numatic Lec**

---

### DISHWASHERS

**BEKO DFS00510W**  
**Slimline 45cm Dishwasher**  
- 10 Place Settings  
- 5 Programmes  
- 5 Temperatures  
- ‘A+’ Energy Rating

**BEKO DFS04210W**  
**Fullsize 60cm Dishwasher**  
- 12 Place Settings  
- 4 Programmes  
- Quick Wash  
- ‘A+’ Energy Rating

**BOSCH SMS40C32GB**  
**Fullsize 60cm Dishwasher**  
- 12 Place Settings  
- 4 Programmes  
- EcoSilence BLDC Drive  
- ‘A+’ Energy Rating

**HOTPOINT FIDLET31120G**  
**Fullsize 60cm Dishwasher**  
- 14 Place Settings  
- 7 Programmes  
- Time Delay  
- ‘A+’ Energy Rating

---

### CONSUMABLES

**INDESIT C00308534**  
**Pack of 25 Dishwasher Tablets**  
- 3 in 1 Design  
- Streak free finish  
- Powerful on grease and food

**INDESIT C00092099**  
**Dishwasher Salt**  
- 2kg of Dishwasher Salt  
- Tablet form  
- Easy to use and will keep your appliance efficient

**INDESIT C00038432**  
**12 Pack or Limescale & Detergent Remover**  
- Eliminates limescale, grease and sanitises  
- Suitable for Washers, Dryers and Dishwashers  
- Designed for Monthly Use

---

you can view the most up to date prices, stock levels and place orders
Freestanding Fridges and Freezers

**FRIDGES**

**HOOVER** HLS44WE
- 55cm Wide Larder Fridge
- 125L Capacity
- 2 Shelves
- 'A+' Energy Rating

**ZANUSSI** ZRG15002WE
- 60cm Wide Larder Fridge
- 155L Capacity
- Salad Crisper
- 3 Glass Shelves
- 'A++' Energy Rating

**HOOVER** HZ55WE
- 55cm Wide Freezer
- 82L Capacity
- 40dB Noise
- Manual Defrost
- 'A+' Energy Rating

**ZANUSSI** ZFT16010WA
- 60cm Wide Freezer
- 95L Capacity
- Fast Freezer
- Frost Free
- 'A+' Energy Rating

**INDESIT** C00092252
- Odour Captor
- Suitable for Fridges and Freezers
- 4 Month Life
- Designed for Monthly Use

**INDESIT** C00092289
- Fridge Keep Fresh Matt
- Absorbs Moisture
- Keeps your Veg Fresh

**INDESIT** C00306329
- Fridge Care Pack
- Suitable for Fridges and Freezers
- 4 Month Life
- Designed for Monthly Use

**BOSCH** KGN34VW20G
- Frost Free Fridge Freezer
- 186L Fridge Capacity
- 94L Freezer Capacity
- 'A+' Energy Rating
- H1850 x W600 x D650(mm)

**ICE KING** CF200W
- 200L Chest Freezer
- Storage Basket
- Lockable
- 'A+' Energy Rating
- H845 x W980 x D560(mm)

**LIEBHERR** GP2023
- Tall Frost Free Freezer
- 158L Capacity
- 5 FrostSafe-System Drawers
- 'A++' Energy Rating
- H1250 x W600 x D632(mm)

**BEKO** TLEG671W
- Tall Larder Fridge
- 359L Capacity
- Anti-Bacterial Protection
- 'A+' Energy Rating
- H1714 x W600 x D650(mm)

**HOOVER** HVBF5172AK
- Frost Free Fridge Freezer
- 164L Fridge Capacity
- 65L Freezer Capacity
- 'A+' Energy Rating
- H1770 x W550 x D580(mm)

**FRIDGEMASTER** MCF28
- 98L Chest Freezer
- Internal Basket
- 'A+' Energy Rating
- H836 x W563 x D526(mm)

**CONSUMABLES**

**LOGIN ONLINE FOR YOUR TRADE PRICE**

- **INDESIT** C00092289
- Odour Captor
- Suitable for Fridges and Freezers
- 4 Month Life
- Designed for Monthly Use

- **INDESIT** C00092289
- Fridge Keep Fresh Matt
- Absorbs Moisture
- Keeps your Veg Fresh

- **INDESIT** C00306329
- Fridge Care Pack
- Suitable for Fridges and Freezers
- 4 Month Life
- Designed for Monthly Use

If you can’t see what you want, please ask a TED team member
Cooking Appliances - Freestanding and Built-in

SDA FROM £7+VAT
- BOSCH HBN351S2B
  - Built-in Electric Single Oven
  - 3D HotAir Cooking • Combined Grill
  - 66L Capacity • 'A' Energy Rating

BELLING CHIK9VMC2BLK
- 60cm Ceramic Hob
  - 4 Cooking Zones • Easy Clean Glass Surface
  - Side Rotary Controls • 6 Power Settings per Zone

HOTPOINT HYT12K
- 60cm Visor Cooker Hood
  - 3 Speeds • Bright Hob Light
  - Single Motor • Paper Filters

Small Domestic Appliances

VACUUMS FROM £30+VAT
- NUMATIC HVR200 / HET200
  - The World Famous Henry & Hetty Vacuum Cleaners
  - 620W Motor
  - Hi/Low Power Switch
  - 9L Bin Capacity
  - 2.5M Hose

- BELLING FFE555PVH
  - 50cm Twin Cavity Electric Cooker
  - 4 Solid Plate Hob • 55L Oven Capacity
  - 31L Grill Capacity • 'A' Energy Rating

- BEKO BEOV936W
  - 60cm Electric Double Oven Cooker
  - Ceramic Hob • Combined Top Oven & Grill
  - Fan Main Oven • 'A/A' Energy Rating

- INDESIT C0300830
  - Ceramic Hob & Oven Care Pack
  - 500ml Oven Care Spray
  - 500ml Ceramic Hob Care Spray
  - 280g Steel Care Spray

- INDESIT C0300079
  - Steel Care Spray
  - Removes stains and fingerprints
  - Designed to make your stainless steel surfaces shine

MICROWAVES FROM £29+VAT
- HOMARK 117LMWH
  - 700W Microwave Oven
  - 1.7L Capacity
  - 6 Power Levels
  - Manual Dial Controls

- NILFISK VP300ECO
  - Commercial Cylinder Vacuum Cleaner
  - 900W Power
  - 5.2kg Weight
  - 500l Dust Bag Capacity
  - 2.5M Hose

- SHARP R959SLMAA
  - 40L Combi Microwave
  - 900W Microwave Power
  - 1400W Convection Oven
  - 6 Microwave Power Levels

- MORPHY RICHARDS 330005
  - 2400W Steam Generator Iron
  - 160G Surge Steam
  - 5 Bar Pressure
  - 1.7L Water Tank

- SEBO DART1
  - Light Commercial Upright Vacuum
  - 1300W Power • Twin Motor • Flex Neck
  - Lightweight Design

- DAEWOO KOMMM11S
  - Commercial Light Duty Microwave
  - 1100W Power
  - 9 Programmes
  - Stainless Steel

Just a taste of our enormous ranges - contact TED today for prices
All transactions are subject to our terms and conditions of sale, which are available on request or downloaded from www.get-ted.co.uk.

The prices on this offer sheet supersede all previous marketing and are subject to availability. Delivery is included for orders over £350 - except kitchen appliances and televisions over 42" where delivery charges may apply. All offers end 30.04.16. Images are intended as a guide only.